Molecular optical susceptibilities are calculated by deriving equations of motion for the single electron reduced density matrix, and solving them using the time dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF) approximation. The present approach focuses directly on the dynamics of the charges in real space and completely avoids the tedious summations over molecular eigenstates. It further maps the system onto a set of coupled harmonic oscillators. The density matrix clearly shows the electronic structures induced by the external field, and how they contribute to the optical response. The method is applied to calculating the frequency-dispersed optical susceptibility x (3) of conjugated linear polyenes, starting with the Pariser-Parr-Pople (PPP) model. Charge density wave (CDW) like fluctuations and soliton pair like local bond-order fluctuations are shown to play important roles in the optical response of these systems.
Molecular optical susceptibilities are calculated by deriving equations of motion for the single electron reduced density matrix, and solving them using the time dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF) approximation. The present approach focuses directly on the dynamics of the charges in real space and completely avoids the tedious summations over molecular eigenstates. It further maps the system onto a set of coupled harmonic oscillators. The density matrix clearly shows the electronic structures induced by the external field, and how they contribute to the optical response. The method is applied to calculating the frequency-dispersed optical susceptibility x (3) of conjugated linear polyenes, starting with the Pariser-Parr-Pople (PPP) model. Charge density wave (CDW) like fluctuations and soliton pair like local bond-order fluctuations are shown to play important roles in the optical response of these systems.
I. INTRODUCTlON
Recently, there has been increasing interest in the nonlinear optical properties of r-conjugated polymers, which are good candidates for optical devices because of their large nonlinear optical susceptibilities.'-' The nonlinear optical response of conjugated polymers is closely connected to some fundamental theoretical problems of onedimensional systems such as strong electron correlations, ' and the roles of exotic elementary excitations (solitons or polarons) .7 Furthermore, they are ideal model systems for studying exciton confinement effects in nanostructures. ' The frequency dispersion of nonlinear optical polarizabilities provides an important spectroscopic tool. 'A variety of third, order techniques such as third harmonic generation (THG), two photon absorption (TPA), and four wave mixing-result in a detailed microscopic probe of electronic and nuclear dynamics. These spectra are traditionally calculated using multiple summations over the molecular excited states.' However, this method has some serious limitations since it requires the computation of all the excited states in the frequency range of interest, as well as their dipole matrix elements. These computations pose a very difficult many-body problem, particularly since electron correlations are very important in low-dimensional systems such as r-conjugated polymers. Large scale numerical full configuration interaction calculations show that nonlinear optical polarizabilities are very sensitive to electron correlations6 This rigorous approach can be applied in practice only to very small systems (so far polyenes with up to 12 carbon atoms have been studied) because of computational limitations. Conjugated polyenes are characterized by an optical coherence length, related to the separation of an electron-hole pair of an exciton, which is typically -40 carbon atoms for polydiacetylene.* It is essential to consider systems larger than the coherence length in order to account for the scaling and the saturation of nonlinear susceptibilities with size. "" Thus, several authors calculated the excited states in the independent electron approximation, ' *-I4 or by using contiguration interaction including only single electron-hole pair excitations.15 This method can be carried out for larger systems. However, it is valid only when correlation effects are weak, which is not the case here.t6 Additional difficulty with the sum over states method is the need to perform tedious summations over excited states. This forces us to work with small systems, or to truncate the summations, which again limits the accuracy for large systems. The sum over states method describes optical processes in terms of the excitation energies and transition dipole moments. These quantities provide very little physical insight regarding the optical characteristics of r-conjugated polymers, and do not directly address questions such as what kind of correlation is important, or how characteristic elementary excitations such as solitons affect the optical response. The synthesis of new optical materials calls for simple guidelines (structure-property relations) I7 which should allow us to use chemical intuition to predict effects of geometry and various substitutions on the optical susceptibilities. The sum over states method does not offer such simple guidelines, even when it does correctly predict the optical susceptibilities.
An alternative view of optical response may be obtained by abandoning the eigenstate representation altogether, and considering the material system as a collection of oscillators. It is well established that as far as the'linear response is concerned, any material system can be considered as a collection of harmonic oscillators.'* In fact, the term "oscillator strength" of a transition is based on this picture. It has been suggested by Bloembergen" that optical nonlinearities may be interpreted by adopting an anharmonic oscillator model for the material degrees of freedom. This was proposed as a qualitative back of the envelope model. It has been shownZoV2i that molecular assemblies with localized electronic states can indeed be rigorously represented as a collection of anharmonic oscillators representing nonlocal coherences of Frenkel excitons, although the anharmonicity is more complex than a simple cubic nonlinearity.t9
When applied to molecular assemblies, the sum over states method shows dramatic cancellations resulting from interferences between single exciton and two exciton transitions.20-22 These cancellations make it extremely difficult to predict trends since the results are very sensitive to approximations such as truncations. In the oscillator representation, on the other hand, these interferences are naturally built in from the beginning, which greatly facilitates physical intuition. We subsequently extended the oscillator picture to conjugated polyenes with delocalized electronic states. The calculation was based. on the Pariser-PopleParr (PPP) model for ?r electrons, which includes both short and long range Coulomb interactions. Many important properties of. polyenes can be explained by the mode1.23*24'25 By drawing upon the analogy with semiconductors, the Wander representation (which requires periodic boundary conditions) was used to develop a coupled oscillator picture.* The method was shown to reproduce the size scaling and saturation of conjugated polyenes. In this paper we put the oscillator picture on a-firmer ground and connect'it with more traditional quantum chemistry methods. We calculate the linear and the nonlinear optical response by solving the equations of motion of the single electron reduced density matrix using the time dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF) approximation.26 The method can be easily applied to molecules much larger than the exciton coherence length, and can therefore reproduce the size scaling from the small molecules to the bulk (the "thermodynamic limit"). .As for the electron correlation problem, since the TDHF approximation describes small amplitude collective quantum fluctuations around the Hartree-Fock ground state, as well as the coupling between these tluctuations, some important correlation effects are taken into account by our method. The TDHF approximation has been used to calculate nonlinear polarizabilities of small molecules.27 However, it should be particularly applicable for large molecules where the energy surface structure is simpler, and collective motions dominate their optical response. The density matrix can be expressed using various representations which provide a complementary physical insight. These include the real space, the molecular orbital, and the harmonic oscillator representation. The real space representations allows us to follow directly the charge density and bond order fluctuations induced by the external field. Using these quantities, we can explore the electronic structure of the excitations underlying the optical process. We found that collective CDW like fluctuations and soliton-pair like bond-order fluctuations dominate the linear and the nonlinear optical response of polyacetylene. The molecular orbital representation describes the nonlinear optical process in terms of motions of electrons and holes in the mean field ground state. Finally, the equations of motion of the density matrix can be mapped onto a set of coupled harmonic oscillators. Using this transformation, we can describe the nonlinear optical process in terms of interference among oscillators. This provides an unconventional physical picture which enables us to investigate the mechanism of optical response of various systems (including semiconductors and nonconjugated molecules) from a unifled point of view, and clarifies the connections with other types of materials.
In Sec. II we introduce the PPP Hamiltonian, and a closed equation of motion for the reduced single particle density matrix is derived in Sec. III using the TDHF approximation. In Sec. IV we discuss the real space and the molecular orbital representations of the density matrix, and show how the TDHP equations can be transformed into a set of coupled harmonic oscillators. The first and the third order nonlinear susceptibilities are calculated in' Sec. V. Numerical calculations presented in Sec. VI allow us to discuss the nonlinear response functions in terms of charge density and bond order 'fluctuations. Finally, our results are summarized in Sec. VII.
II. THE PPP HAMILTONIAN
We adopt the PPP Hamiltonian for the 7r electrons. Many properties of polyenes can be reproduced by this Hamiltonian with the appropriate parameters.23 We first introduce the following set of binary electron operators: lfxm==~~,~n,crt (2.1) where ZI,, ( &,) creates (annihilates) a rr electron of spin u at nth carbon atom. These operators satisfy the Fermi anticommutation relation ccn,oG,rJJ = h?&&7~ * (2.2) Using this notation, the PPP Hamiltonian is given by ff=&.H+&+&. Hssu is the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) Hamiltonian, which consists of the Hiickel Hamiltonian with electronphonon coupling, &sH= c t,,i%+ ; ;mx,-32.
(2.4) n,m,a Here t,,, is the Coulomb integral at the nth atom, tmn (m#n) is the transfer integral between the nth and mth atoms, K is the harmonic force constant representing the r-bonds, x, is the deviation of the nth bond length from the mean bond length along the chain axis z, and X is the deviation of the equilibrium u-bond length (in the absence of T electrons) from that mean. We further assume that an electron can hop only between nearest-neighbor atoms. Thus, Ll=CYm?2~ (2Sa) nn+lmb+ln=ii_p'Xn, t (2.5b) and tmn=O otherwise, where ynYnm is a repulsion between nth and mth sites. a is the mean transfer integral and p' is the electron-phonon coupling constant.
Ho represents the electron-electron Coulomb interactions and is given by n#m Hc= c O&,&,+; c rnml;~,z:,8:m~ (2.6) n n,m,u,,o'
and a repulsion between the nth and the mth sites ynYnm is given by the Ohno formula (2.8) where Us= 11.13 eV is the unscreened on-site repulsion, E is the dielectric constant which describes the screening by u-electrons, r,, is the distance between nth and mth sites, and a,= 1.2935 A. The parameters are determined so as to reproduce the correct energy gap for polyacetylene (2.0 eV), p=-2.4 eV, p'=-3.5
eVA-', K=30 eV Am2, X =0.14 A and E= 1.5.
The third term &.. represents the interaction Hamiltonian between the r-electrons and the external electric field E(t). The electric field is assumed to be polarized along the chain axis z. Within the dipole approximation we then have 9) where i is the molecular polarization operator I;= --e c Z(n>;;n, (2.10) where -e is the electron charge and z(n) is z-coordinate of nth atom. where 1 Y(t) ) is the total many-electron wave function of the system. The expectation values pzm can be interpreted as elements of the single electron reduced density matrix. Usually the density matrix is defined to have a unit trace. However, this matrix is normalized as Tr p= 4 5 pZm=ne (3.3) with N being the total number of sites and 12, is the total number of electrons.
Utilizing the commutation relations (2.2), we can calculate the right-hand side of Eq. (O)=WW lOlW~>), (3.5) and 0 is an arbitrary operator. These equations of motion are exact, but they are not closed since they contain new higher order variables (p^ ;"&) etc. in the right-hand side. To close the equations, we assume that I Y(t) ) can be represented by a single Slater determinant at all times (the TDHF approximation) .26 Then. the two-electron densities can be factorized into products of single electron densities Note that some correlation effects, which are very important in low dimensional systems, are taken into account by the TDHF approximation. In the f -0 limit, the TDHF coincides with the random phase approximation (RPA) method which describes small amplitude~quantum fluctuations around the static mean field solution very weli.26 The solution of the TDHF equation further takes the coupling of the IU?A modes into account, as will be shown below.
IV, REAL SPACE, MOLECULAR ORBITAL, AND HARMONIC OSCILLATOR REPRESENTATIONS
We have solved the equations of motion by expanding the single electron density matrix in powers of the external field.28 The zeroth order solution was taken to be the stationary Hartree-Fock (HF) density matrix, which satisfies
(4.1) The HF equation was solved numerically by an iterative diagonalization, as shown in Appendix A.
Since both the PPP Hamiltonian and the stationary HF solution are symmetric with respect to spin exchange, the TDHF solution must also have that symmetry. We shall therefore consider the spin symmetric case only, and omit the spin index in the following, denoting where 2 is an MxM matrix which is an operator in Liouville space (also denoted superoperator). We shall use script letters to denote Liouville space operators. 6p in the left-hand side is' a vector. All terms in the right-hand side [Sh,Sp] etc. are considered M-dimensional vectors.
So far, all our equations were written using the real space (site) representation. To facilitate the numerical computations and to gain additional physical insight we shall recast the TDHF equation using two additional representations.
We first introduce' the Hartree-Fock molecular orbital (HFMO) representation. The transformation, of M-dimensional vectors such as Sp from real space to the HFMO representation is defhmd by +kk'= c, .7;rkk',mnbnn, inn (4.11) where the tetradic transformation matrix Y is Y kk 'mn =CmkCnk' t (4.12) and c,k is the normalized HFMO coefficient of the HF orbital k at atom m. As shown in Appendix B, the HFMO representation of 2 is given by P=YYF-T, (4.13) and the TDHF equation in the HFMO representation can be written as
(4.14)
Here all the M-dimensional vectors are in the HFMO representation, and we regard 6pkk, as NXN matrices when we calculate commutators such as [6h,6p] . An explicit expression for p is given in Appendix B. Note that because of the C2, symmetry of the present Hamiltonian, 9 is block diagonal into A, and B, symmetry parts, which simplifies the numerical calculations. Our equations can also be mapped onto the equations of motion of coupled harmonic oscillators. This defines a new. harmonic oscillator (HO) representation which provides a tremendous physical insight. We analyze the HO representation in the following.
The density matrix spkk' defined by Pq. (4.11) is an M-dimensional vector in Liouville space. The number of Speh and 6ph, components (MI) is 2n(N--n), and the number of 6p,t and 6p,t components. (M2) is (N-n)2 +n2, where h,h',... denote occupied HF orbitals, e, e',... denote unoccupied HF orbitals, and n is the number of the occupied HF orbitals. Since we consider the half-filled and spin symmetric case only, n is half of the number of sites IZ = N/2. We next introduce the Liouviile space projection operator P that projects onto the eh and he space. The complementary projection I-P projects onto the ee' and hh' space. We thus have where i= 1,2. The MI X.&f1 matrix PI is the HF stability matrix, and the it4, XM2 matrix a2 is diagonal in Liouville space and its diagonal matrix elements are given by the difference of the HF eigenvalues. Thus, if a,,, is a diagonal element then -fi2, is an eigenvalue as well. Their explicit expressions are given in Appendix B. It is shown in Appendix B, that the TDHF equation can be recast in the HO representation as itip,--fi~,Pp,=F,+ ; 6,dp,~ + s R,, Ap, l + d; , , sv, vvf~Pv~~Pv~~ 9 (4.26)
where a,, is the diagonal element of a, or a,, the summation in the third term of the right-hand side is done over the M2 components, and explicit expressions for F, G, R, and S are given in Appendix B. The physical significance of the right-hand side of Eq. (4.26) is as follows. The first term corresponds to the first term of the right-hand side of Eq. (4.18) and represents the driving force due to the external field. The second term corresponds to the second and the first terms of the righthand side of Eqs. (4.18) and (4.19), respectively, and describes the interaction between the external ,field and Sp. Thus the F and the G terms are induced by the external field. The third term corresponds to the third term of the right-hand side of Eq. (4.18) and describes the coupling of Spl and Sp2. The nonlinear fourth term corresponds to the fourth and the second terms of the right-hand side of Eqs. (4.18) and (4.19), respectively, and represents anharmanic coupling among the oscillators. As seen from Eqs. (4.7) and (4.20), these R and S terms containing Sh are induced by the Coulomb interaction.
To demonstrate the physical significance of this transformation, let us temporarily neglect the right-hand side of this equation. Then the TDHF equation assumes the form i8py--f&Sp,=O.
(4.27)
As shown before, both in fiL, and a,, the diagonal elements always come in pairs; if a,, is an eigenvalue then -a, is an eigenvalue as well. We shall denote the corresponding eigenvectors Sp, and Sp,, respectively. By introducing new variables, a coordinate Qv=Sp,+Sp,-, and a momentum A HO representation could be most naturally defined by using the normal modes of the entire linear term [lefthand side of Eq. (4.9)], the transformation matrix % could then be defined by the following relation: ~2Y2- '=fiCi, (4.32) where fin is a diagonal matrix whose elements are the eigenvalues of 2. The reasons why we do not define the normal modes-of Y as oscillators are as follows. First, the present oscillators defined by our method consist of Ml/2 oscillators which are RPA normal modes and M2/2 oscillators which are single electron-electron or hole-hole pairs as shown in Appendix B. Thus, the oscillators have a clear physical meaning. Second, we need to diagonalize an M,XM, matrix to obtain oscillators in our method [see Eq. (4.21)], whereas we need to diagonalize the full MXM matrix to obtain oscillators defined by Eq. (4.32). Thus the present oscillators are more convenient for practical numerical calculations. Furthermore, the Ml/2 oscillators, which come from S&, have a collective nature,22 whereas the M,/2 oscillators, which come from Sp,, simply represent single electron-electron or hole-hole pair. Thus, the coupling between Ml/2 and M,/2 oscillators, namely, the R term is weak. This suggests that the difference between the present oscillators and the more rigorous set defined by Eq. (4.32) is small.
Since p, is block diagonal into A, and BJ symmetry parts, all the oscillators, which diagonalize Y1, may be classified into either A, or B, symmetries. As seen from Eq. (B25), Sv,~y~~#O when, for example, v is an A, ( B,) oscillator and v' and vN are B, and B,( B, and Ag) oscillators. This indicates that A, and B, oscillators do couple in the equation of motion. This is in contrast to the descrip-tion in terms of the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, where ii, and B, states do not couple at all. This fundamental difference between the oscillator and the eigenstate expansions is related to the nonlinear form of the present equation, as opposed to eigenstate expansions which are linear (a product of an A, and a B, variables can have a B, character). Potentially this allows for a relatively inexpensive way of describing complex physical situations, compared with eigenstate expansions.
V. NONLINEAR OPTICAL POLARIZA5lLlTlES
To compute the nonlinear optical polarizabilities, we expand 6p in powers of the external field Sp(t)=p(')(t)+p(2)(t)+p (3)(t) h~(t)=26,,~y,lpj~)(t)--y,,f~~(t). , we obtain the first, the second, and the third order equations of motions,
Taking the Fourier transform of E?qs. (5.4)
defined by (5.5) where g(t) is an arbitrary function of t, we obtain the equations of motions in the frequency-domain,
where @d(t) is the total polarization to 4th order and P(')(t) =O. From Eqs. (5.1) and (5.9), we see that Pcq)(t) is given by 
Next, we define a new tetradic (MxM) Green function 3 (w) by the following equation:
( 5.7) From Fqs. .( 5.6) and inverting the matrix, we obtain p(')(o) =s cm> 1. f(whpl ,
In this way, we can obtain interatively the TDHF solution .to arbitrary order in the external field. To reduce compufational time, we have adopted a somewhat different route for solving these equations. The method is outlined in Appendix C. However, the difference is purely technical and the method is equivalent to the real space representation described here. We have added a damping term to the TDHF equation as described in Appendix C. This damping provides a finite linewidth to the optical resonances and can represent a simple line broadening mechanism (e.g., due to coupling with phonons) or a finite spectral resolution.
The expectation value of the total polarization operator of a single molecule
We shall expand P(t) in powers of the external field where p$) (t) is obtained by taking the inverse Fourier transform of p$(w). Using P(q)(t) and p(*)(w), we obtain our final expressions for the optical polarizabilities (see Appendix D ), a(--o;m)=--g-+ n = n pnn l 4e c ( >-y -lBw;w),
(5.13) Equation (5.13) gives the third order polarizability that is responsible for THG. Other four wave mixing processes can simply be described by changing the frequency arguments. Extension to higher nonlinearities is also straightforward.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we apply our method to the half-ftlled PPP model for polyacetylene with N=60. In all calculations we used the PPP parameters given in Sec. II. The damping rate [see Eqs. (ClO)] was taken to be I'=O.l eV. We shall follow the dynamics of two important physical quantities which are affected by the coupling to the radiation field. First, the charge density at the nth atom, which determines the total polarization is defined by d,,rl-22p,,.
(6.1)
The second quantity is the bond order of the nth bond (p,) which is closely related to the stabilization mechanism of the HF ground state, and is defined by Pn= pm+ 1+ Pn+ In * (6.2)
We further introduce the bond order parameter, which measures the strength of bond order alternation '
where F is the average bond order. It is obtained from Eq. (A7) as p=-E .3D, *
The geometry optimized HF -ground state of the present Hamiltonian is a bond order wave (BOW), where p,, alternates between every two bonds and d,,=O. The HF ground state has an almost uniform bond order parameter @i = 0.24), as shown in Fig. 1 . Note that because of boundary effects, the bond order parameter increases near the chain edge. -As seen from Eq. (A7), the bond order parameter is proportional to the strength of bond length alternation, which gives the alternation of tranfer integral as seen from Eq. (2.5). Thus, the transfer integral p,, can be approximated by 8, =B[ 1 -( -1) "S] where S =0.082 in this case except for the chain edge region. The BOW structure is stabilized by the exchange, the Coulomb, and the electron-phonon interactions.21
As indicated .earlier, the TDHF equation is mapped onto the equations of motion of M/2 'coupled harmonic Nevertheless, since collective A, oscillators strongly couple with collective B, oscillators, they do affect the nonlinear optical processes and cannot be neglected.
We first discuss the electronic structure of the collective oscillators. To that end we return to the linearized form of TDHF Eq. (B3) in the absence of the field where we set the right-hand side to zero. We shall look for eigenmodes of this equation by assuming a solution of the form 6p(t) =Sp(Y)exp( -i&J).
(6.7)
We then obfain the eigenvalue problem v&w + rap1 =fi%p(~). (6.8) This equation can be solved using the transformation matrix 9, and the eigenvectors in the real space representation are given by ~p(~),n= q&P (6.9) The charge density induced by the tih oscillator is given by ( 5), and B,(6) oscillators (in order of increasing frequency) have an oscillating bond order parameter, and have 0, 1, 2,..., 3 nodes, respectively. Since the bond order parameter, which shows the strength of bond order alternation, is locally increased or decreased, they have a soliton pair like electronic structure.23 The properties of the 12 lowest frequency oscillators are summarized in Table I .
In Fig. 4 , we display the linear absorption {Im[o( -w;w)]) and the absolute value of the third order polarizability connected to THG ( 1 y( -33w;w,o,o) I). We label the resonances in these spectra by A, B,..., E and a, b,..., g, respectively as indicated in the figure. In order to compare the three-photon resonances with the linear absorption, we have plotted 1 y 1 vs 31iw. The &J dependence Bw WI 0 3 6 0 3 6 of I y/ for polyacetylene was measured in the frequency range of 0.4 eV <fiw < 1.2 eV.30*31 A strong peak is observed at 0.5-0.6 eV, and a much weaker peak is observed at 0.8 eV. The former and the latter correspond to the peaks a and b, respectively, inour calculation. Our result is consistent with experiment, except that the tail of peak c is not observed in the experiment. This may indicate that we have either overestimated the strength of peak c, or that the damping constant used here is too large for the peak c (we have used the same damping constant for all oscillatars) .
To investigate the mechanism and the electronic dynamics underlying the nonlinear optical response, we next examine the electronic structure induced by the external electric field. Taking the inverse Fourier transformation of Eqs. (D5), (D7), and (DlO), and then using Rq. (D13), we obtain the single electron density matrices induce by the external field E(f) =E,cos wif order by order in the field w) is the component of the first order density matrix corresponding to the B"(y) oscillator and the normaliiation constant is T (l) = E 1 $vl) 1. The applied external electric field is 10s V/m. y Note that these equations hold regardless of the representation (whether the real space, HFMO or HO). As seen from Eqs. (D8a) and (Dl la), these quantities can be calculated successively; Y(-~~o~;o~ ,wl ,ol) is obtained only from j5(3)(-30i;ol,wl,wl), which in turn is obtained from $2' ( -2wi;wi,wi) and $I'( -wi;wi), and $'I ( --2wl;01,01) is obtained from $I)(---wi;wi). We have kept only terms which contribute to y(-3wl;wl,w1,wl), and all other terms were omitted in these expressions. The single electron density matrices have a term oscillating in phase with the external electric field and a term oscillating out of the phase. The amplitudes of the former terms are given by Re[prq)] and they contribute to the real parts of the linear and nonlinear polarizabilities, and those of the latter terms are given by Im[jj(q)] and they contribute to the imaginary parts. Since the charge density is related to the diagonal elements of the density matrix in the real space representation, it also has terms oscillating in phase and out of the phase with the external electric field, The bond order induced by the external field also has both types of terms, and the amplitude is given by ~q)(q~l)=~~p,:](-qwl;...)+~~~l,(-qo*;...). n (6.17) To analyze the charge dynamics underlying the absorption spectra, we investigate the first order charge density induced by the external field. In Fig. 5 we show Im[zi ',') ] at the frequencies of the absorption peaks A, B, and C. We show only the imaginary parts because they are strongly enhanced at the resonance frequencies. However, the charge density distributions of the real and the imaginary parts are quite similar at every frequency. At the frequencies of the peaks A, B, and C, the induced charge distributions have CDW like structures which are quite similar to those of oscillators B,(1), B,(2), and B,( 3), respectively. To see this more directly, we display in Fig. 5 the absolute value of the components of the density matrix in the HO representation, where [ Sp$*' 1 shows the component corresponding to the B,(v) oscillator. At the frequency of peak A, the component corresponding to B, ( 1) is much larger than the other components. Thus, peak A can be assigned to the B,( 1) oscillator. At the frequency ofpeaks B and C, the components corresponding to B,(2) and B,( 3) are the largest, respectively, but the B,( 1) oscillator also has a large, contribution at both frequencies. Thus, peaks B and C can be assigned to the B,(2) and B,( 3) oscillators, respectively, although the contribution from the off-resonant B, ( 1) oscillator is still large because of its huge oscillator strength. At these most prominent peaks, the components of the three lowest energy B, oscillators are much larger than the other components. Therefore, we conclude that the absorption spectrum is dominated by the characteristic CDW like charge density fluctuations of these collective B,( 1 ), B,( 2), and B,( 3) oscillators. Since these peaks in absorption are below the HF energy gap, these charge density fluctuations can be regarded as excitons. However, these excitons are not simple electron-hole pairs but have the characteristic collective nature of electronic structure of one-dimensional systems. We next consider the frequency dispersion of 1 y( -33w;6ww) 1. To compare the frequencies of the peaks and the oscillators, we display in Fig. 6 the frequency dependence of 171, one-third the frequencies df B, oscillators, and half the frequencies of A, oscillators. There are some near resonant oscillators at each peak as seen from Fig. 6 . However, this cornparis& is not sufficient to identify the origins of the peaks.. As will be shown later, we need to examine the density matrix in each order for such identification. This further provides important physical insight. In Figs. 7, 8 , and 9 we show the density matrices to first, second, and third order in the external field, using the real space and the HO representations. In the real space representation, we show only zLq ' (qwl) n third order and FL(*) ( qwl) = ( -l)"gnq' (qwl) in the second order because bond order is zero in the first and third orders and charge density is zero in the second order. Similarly, in the HO representation, we show only the B, oscillator components in the first and third orders and only the A, oscillator components in the second order, since all other components vanish. These properties follow directly from the synimetry of our Hamiltonian. We focused on the following frequencies ti= 1.97 eV corresponding the peak A in absorption and the peak g in THG (Fig. 7) , tie= 1.63 eV corresponding tlie peak e in THG (Fig. S) , and ti=O.67 eV corresponding the peak a in THG (Fig. 9) . We first consider the density matrices at +i~ = 1.97 eV. The frequency of the B,( 1) oscillator is resonant with this frequency, so that the component corresponding to this oscillator is much larger than the other components in the first order. Moreover, the amplitude of charge density oscillation is much larger than the other two frequencies. In the second order, half the frequency of A, (7). is the closest to 1.97 eV. However, the component corresponding to the oscillator is not large but that corresponding to A, (4) is the largest, and we can observe the characteristic so&on pair like bond order oscillation pattern of this oscillator in the real space representation. Only B, oscillators with charge density contribute to the first order density matrix. Moreover, only AJY) oscillators with bond order (~=4,5,7,...) contribute to the second order density matrix because A, oscillators with charge density do not couple with B, oscillators with charge density. For the same reason, only B, oscillators with charge density contribute to the third order density matrix. Since A,(4) strongly couples with B,( 1 ), which dominates the first order density matrix, the A,(4) oscillator is strongly excited although it is off resonant at that frequency. There FIG. 7 . Left column (a) the Crst order amplitude of charge density oscillation; (b) second order amplitude of bond order parameter oscillation; and (c) the thud order amplitude of charge density oscillation induced by the external field. Right column, the normalized absolute values of the same order density matrices in the harmonic oscillator representation. $) (qw) is the component of the qth order d&sity matrix corresponding to the B"(Y) oscillator when q= 1,3 and corresponding to the AI(v) oscillator when q=2 and the normalization factor is T., (9) = L 1 $Yq' I. Calculations were made for Y the frequency of the peak f(fio= 1.97 eV). is no unique dominant component, and many oscillators contribute to the density matrix in third order. In spite of the strong interferences among oscillators, we clearly see collective CDW like (charge density) fluctuations in the third order. The large first order charge density fluctuations at this fr&&ency makes second order bond order parameter oscillations as well as the third order charge density fluctuations large, which results in the peak g in THG. We thus conclude that this peak is the single-photon resonance corresponding to the absorption peak A. We next consider the density matrix at the frequency S&=1.63 eV. In first order, although the frequency is off resonance with respect to B,( 1 ), this oscillator is dominant and its characteristic charge density distribution is clearly seen. This is because the oscillator strength of B,( 1) is much larger than all other oscillators, so that it is -0.06 20 40 n mainly excited even at off-resonance frequencies. Because of the off-resonance excitation, the charge density amplitude induced by the external field is much smaller co& pared with the single-photon resonant frequency %= 1.97 eV. In second order, the A,(4) oscillator is dominant. Moreover, the amplitude of bond order oscillations is comparable to that at the single-photon resonant frequency and much larger than for ko=O.67 eV. Thi$ itidicates that the peak e is a two-photon resonance of AJ?). However, this peak is not at exactly half the frequency of A,(4) as seen from Fig. 6 . The shift comes fro& the third order cofitributions as will be shown below. Half the frequency of 44.3) is closer to that of the peak e than the A&4) oscillator. However, this oscillator with no bond order fluctuations is not excited, because of the Hamiltonian symmete. One third the frequencies of the J& (16) oscillators are very close to the peak as seen from Fig. 6 . However, from 1 pi3' 1 we see that many B, oscillators contribute to the density matrix and the B,( 16)-B,(21) -OScillators are not the dominant excitations. Therefore, the peak e cannot be identified as a three-photon resonance. However, because of the relatively large contribution of B,( 18), the peak e is shifted from half the frequency of A,(4) towards one-third the frequency of B,( 18). This illustrates the importance of interferences among oscillators. Finally, we consider the density matrix at ti=O.67 eV. In the first (second) order, the amplitude of charge density (bond order) oscillation is much weaker than that at the single( two) -photon resonant frequency discussed above. Therefore, this is not a purely single-or two-photon resonance. Although B,( 1) in first order and A,(4) in second order have relatively large contributions, this is also because of the huge oscillator strength of B,( 1) and strong coupling between B,( 1) and A,(4). In third order, the B,( 1) component is dominant, and the amplitude of the charge density oscillation is comparable to those at the other two frequencies. Moreover, peak a is precisely at one-third the frequency of B,( 1) . We, therefore; conclude that the peak a in THG is the three-photon resonance corresponding to the absorption peak A. In this way, we can identify all the resonances in the THG spectrum.
In summary, we have made the following identifica: tions: (i) peak b comes from three-photon resonance to B,( 3) (corresponding to the absorption peak C) ; (ii) peak c is a three-photon resonance to B,(7) (corresponding to the absorption peak E); (iii) peak d is a three-photon resonance to B,( 10) and B,( 12). At this frequency, however, also B,(7) contributes to the density matrix significantly and they strongly interfere; (iv) peak f is a two-photon resonance to A,(5). However the contribution from A,(4) is the largest and these oscillators strongly'interfere at, this frequency. Using these results, we have identified the most important oscillators, namely, B,( 1) with CDW like electronic structure and AJ 4) with soliton pair like electronic structure. However, our analysis clearly shows that interference with the other oscillators cannot be neglected in the interpretation of the dispersed THG spectra.
Next, we compare the PPP and the Hiickel results in Fig. 4 to illustrate the effect of Coulomb interaction. .The following parameters which reproduce the experimentally observed energy gap of polyacetylene (2.0 eV) are used in the Hiickel calculations: U=O, p'= -4.4 eV/A, K=20 eV A-'. Other parameters are taken to be the same as for the PPP model. The TDHF Eq. (4.22) in the oscillator picture, shows the following two effects of Coulomb interaction. First, since the matrix 9 in the TDHF equation depends on 3/m,,, the oscillators which diagonalize 2, are very different for the two models; few lowest frequency oscillators represent collective excitations in the PPP model. In contrast, the Hiickel oscillators simply represent single electron-hole pairs. As can be seen from Figs. 2 and 4, these differences profoundly affect the absorption spectra; few lowest frequency collective oscillators carry almost the entire transition strength in the PPP model, whereas in the Hiickel model, the oscillator strength is much more uniformly distributed. Second, the Coulomb interaction strongly affects the coupling between oscillators. In particular, the anharmonic coupling [the last term in the righthand side of Eq. (4.26), which couples the various EPA modes, takes into account correlation effects beyond the RPA approximation, or beyond configuration interaction with single electron hole pair states. The anharmonic coupling comes from Coulomb interactions, and it vanishes for the Hiickel model where the only source of nonlinearity is the harmonic coupling among modes, induced by the external field (the second term in the right-hand side of Eq. The Coulomb interaction strongly affects the dispersion of THG: In the Htickel model, all the major peaks a,b,...,f in the THG spectra are simply three-photon resonances corresponding the A, B,...,F peaks in the absorption spectra, as seen from Fig. 4 . This is quite different for the PPP model. Abe et al. have calculated THG spectra by summing over the excited states obtained by configuration interaction including only single electron-hole pair states. I5 Their calculation differs from ours mainly in the following two points. Fist, they used the Hiickel ground state as opposed to the HF ground state in the present calculation. Therefore, their method is valid only when the Coulomb interaction is very weak. However, since exchange Coulomb interaction between adjacent sites, which stabilizes the BOW (HF ground state), can be incorporated via the renormalized Hiickel parameters, this probably does not make a significant difference. Second, their method can describe collective excitations but does not take the nonlinear coupling between these collective excited states into account. Because of these differences, they obtained a very different dispersed THG spectrum. That calculation shows strongest peaks at the three-photon resonant frequency of the lowest frequency B, exciton state, three-photon resonanttpeak of the conduction band edge, and two-photon resonant peak of the lowest frequency A, exciton state. There is a direct correspondence between the first peak in both calculations but we find no analog to the other two resonances. This shows that the anharmonic couplings, which represent correlation effects beyond the RPA approximation, strongly affect the THG spectra.
The calculated TPA spectrum Im[y( -w;o,-ti,o) ] is displayed in Fig. 10 . It shows a huge negative peak-near the strongest absorption resonance and two weak positive peaks at the lower and higher energy sides of the peak. Since these peaks are close to the absorption peak, it is very difficult to resolve them experimentally. However, when we use parameters appropriate for polydiacetylene (stronger bond length alternation), the positive peak at the lower energy side shifts towards a lower energy, and the present theory can account for the experimental two-photon absorption spectrum of polydiacetylene. We also show the real and imaginary parts of the nonlinear optical polarizabilities connected to TPA and THG, and their phases defined by sin +=Im[r]/]rl .32 The phase provides a sensitive signature for the resonance structure. 
VII. DISCUSSION
Starting with exact calculations of small size chains with up to 12 atoms, several authors argued that there are four essential states which almost dominate the nonlinear optics of r-conjugated polymers.6 They are lA,, m A,, 1 B,, and n B, states, where, n A, indicates the nth lowest energy A, state, etc. The lA, state is the ground state and m and n depend on the system size. As indicated in the previous section, B,( 1) makes a large contribution to the optical nonlinearity because it has a large oscillator strength, and A,(4) does contribute as well because it strongly couples with B,( 1). Thus, the B,( 1) and A,(4 j oscillators correspond to the 1 B, and m A, excited states in the essential states picture. We found no oscillator clearly corresponding to the n B, state. However, since both B,(2) and B,( 3) have a relatively large contribution, one of them may correspond to the n B, state. As indicated earlier, we cannot neglect the contributions from a large number of oscillators to the THG dispersion in our calculation. This is at variance with the essential states picture. There are several possible reasons for these differences. First, the oscillators in our picture are not ju@ diff&ent ways of specifying excited states; the oscillators interfere and we can have resonances at the differences of their frequencies. When the interference is very strong (which is the case here), we cannot establish a clear one to one correspondence between oscillators and excited states. Second, the essential states picture is based on the calculation of short chains with at most 12 atoms. As seen from the electronic structure of the oscillators shown in Fig. 3 , they have characteristic length scales much larger than 12 atoms. Therefore, in such short chains, the chain length strongly affects the electronic structure of the oscillators, as well as the corresponding nonlinear optical response.
Third, although some electron correlation effects beyond the RPA are taken into account, some of these effects cannot be described in our method. However, since the TDHF approximation used here can describe small amplitude collective fluctuations and their couplings very well, the approximation is particularly applicable to large systems, where collective motions are expected to be dominant.
We have taken the electron-phonon coupling into account in calculating the geometry optimized HF solution, but dynamical lattice motions were neglected in the present calculation. Since the mass of a carbon atom is much heavier than that of an electron, the effect, of lattice motions is usually neglected. However, in the case of polyacetylene, the soliton mass is comparable to that of an electron,33 and soliton like motions strongly affect the linear optics. Furthermore, Hagler and Heeger have argued using a simplified model that quantum lattice fluctuations significantly increase the o&resonant nonlinear optical susceptibilities.7 This is an important subject for a future study. Note that it is straightforward to take the dynamics of lattice motions into account in our oscillator picture because this simply involves adding more oscillators to the model.
It is generally accepted that photoexcitation results in the formation of charged solitons.33 A charged soliton has CDW like charge distribution around the soliton center.34 Thus the characteristic charge distributions induced by the external field are very similar to those of a charged soliton. This suggests that these excitons may play some role in the decay process to charged solitons. This could be seen more directly using ultrafast four wave mixing spectroscopy, which will be studied in the future. Both in the present work and in Ref. 8, the nonlinear polarizabilities are calculated by solving equations of motion for the reduced single electron density -matrix; starting with the PPP model. However, the present approach has the following advantages: First, the site representation of the density matrix is used in this paper opposed to the Wannier function representation used in Ref. where the h summation is carried out over the occupied MO orbitals. From is', we obtain a new Fock operator, and repeat this process until the old and the new density matrices converge. The converged density matrix is the desired HF solution. In order to calculate the geometry optimized HF solution, the geometry x, should satisfy the force equilibrium condition To calculate the geometry optimized HF solution, we first assume a trial x, which are believed to be similar to the geometry optimized HF solution, and calculate the HF solution for this fixed geometry. Next we calculate new x, which satisfy the force equilibrium condition with the HF solution from Eq. (A7), and then calculate the HF solution with this new geometry. By repeating this process until the old and the new x, converge, we fmally obtain the geometry optimized HF solution. Transforming these TDHF 'equations from the .real space to the HFMO represention as shown to derive ~q. (4.14) and using the fact that the eh and he components of [%Sp;l, and the ee' and hh' components of V;p], [@,sp,] , and [6hl,jj] vanish, we obtain Eqs. (4.18) and (4.19).
Here the M1 XMi HF stability matrix p1 is given by
In the same way, the first and second terms are given by 
The density matrix obtained from the TDHF equation, when written in the TDHF MC basis has the following form at all times (Note that this matrix is identical to the single electron reduced density matrix except for the normalization, its trace is equal to half the number of electrons n and is not equal to 1) . IO p(t)= o o * i 1 (Cl) It is then clear that this density matrix is a projection operator which satisfies p(d2=pW.
(C2)
Here we regard p as an NX N matrix (rather than a vector in Liouville space). Note that although the complete many body density matrix 1 $(t)) ($(t) 1 represents a pure state, this is not the case for the single particle density matrix p. Nevertheless, Eq. (C2) holds because of the special form of p. Substituting Eq. (4.4) into Eq. (C2), we obtain 
where we added the damping term and l? is the damping constant. We obtain pl (l) We can calculate pl (q) from piq' and lower order density matrices using Eqs. (ClO). fn this way, we can calculate density matrices to the arbitral order. Finally, we derive the Dr-ude formula for linear absorption. The qth order polarization Pcq) can be expressed using the density matrix in the HFMO representation In this appendix we review the basic definitions of nonlinear optical polarizabilities and relate them to our equations of motion.
We first consider the following single mode optical jP(=F20~;fwr,fot)
